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The occurrence at low temperatures of an ultrasharp field-induced transition in phase-separated manganites
is analyzed. Experimental results show that magnetization and specific-heat steplike transitions below 5 K are
correlated with an abrupt change of the sample temperature, which happens at a certain critical field. This
temperature rise, a magnetocaloric effect, is interpreted as produced by the released energy at the transition
point and is the key to understand the existence of the abrupt field-induced transition. A qualitative analysis of
the results suggests the existence of a critical growing rate of the ferromagnetic phase, beyond which an
avalanche effect is triggered.
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Mixed valent manganites show a great deal of fascinating
properties, arising from the strong interplay between spin,
charge, orbital, and lattice degrees of freedom.1 The most
intriguing one is the existence of a phase-separated state, the
simultaneous coexistence of submicrometer ferromagnetic
(FM) metallic and charge ordered(CO) insulating regions.2

The phase separation scenario has its origin in the unusual
proximity of the free energies of these very distinct FM and
CO states, and in the fact that the competition between both
phases is resolved in mesoscopic length scales, giving rise to
real-space inhomogeneities in the material.

Yet another surprising result more recently found in man-
ganites is the appearance of ultrasharp magnetization steps at
low temperatures(below ,5 K) in the isothermal magneti-
zation MsHd curves.3–7 This effect, the field-induced transi-
tion of the entire compound from one phase to the other of
the coexisting states, is included in the category of metamag-
netic transitions.8 However, unlike the broad continuous
transitions expected for inhomogeneous granular systems, in
this case it occurs in an extremely narrow window of mag-
netic fields. These ultrasharp steps were observed in both
single crystals and polycrystalline samples, indicating that it
is not related to a particular microstructure of the material.

The actual existence of a phase-separated state was rec-
ognized as a key parameter for the observation of these mag-
netization jumps.7 The effect was first reported in manganites
doped at the Mn site, and the disorder in the spin lattice was
thought to play a relevant role.4 However, a similar behavior
was also found in Pr0.6Ca0.4MnO3, and the qualitative inter-
pretation of the phenomenon shifted to the martensitic char-
acter of the phase-separated state.6 Accommodation strains
were shown to be relevant in the stabilization of phase
separation,9,10 but their role in the magnetization steps is not
clear, since it is expected that grain boundaries would act as
a sort of “firewall” for the movement of the domain walls,
stopping the avalanche process. Additionally, despite its in-

trinsic first-order character, the martensitic transformation is
spread over a large range of the external parameter driving
the transition, the magnetic field in the present case, in strong
disagreement with the abrupt character of the transition.

The aim of this investigation is to address a basic question
concerning this abrupt field-induced transition: why is this
metamagnetic transition so sharp, and what is actually caus-
ing it? We report the occurrence of ultrasharp magnetization
steps at low temperatures in a prototype phase-separated
manganite, which are accompanied by discontinuities in the
magnetic-field dependence of the specific heat. Concomi-
tantly with these facts, we found that the field-induced tran-
sition is accompanied by a large increase in the temperature
of the sample, by dozens of degrees. This feature suggests a
mechanism in which the abrupt first-order transition in the
whole sample is triggered by the released heat in a micro-
scopic phase transformation. A low-temperature heat con-
trolled magnetization avalanche was previously found in
bulk disordered magnets11 due to the heat released by the FM
domain wall motion during the reversal of the remnant mag-
netization. Also, local heating induced by nonuniform cur-
rent flow was proposed as the origin of the mesoscopic fluc-
tuations between coexisting phases observed in
La0.225Pr0.40Ca0.375MnO3.

12 We propose that in phase-
separated manganites the interplay between the growth of the
FM phase induced by the magnetic field and the heat gener-
ated by this growth is the key to explain the avalanche pro-
cess leading to an ultrasharp field-induced transition in these
inhomogeneous strongly correlated systems.

The particular compound under study is a high quality
polycrystalline sample of La0.225Pr0.40Ca0.375MnO3, synthe-
sized by the sol-gel technique. It belongs to the well-known
family of compounds La5/8−yPryCa3/8MnO3, whose tendency
to form inhomogeneous structures in the range 0.3øyø0.4
is extensively documented.13–18 Scanning electron micro-
graphs revealed a homogeneous distribution of grain sizes, of
the order of 2mm. An identification of the magnetic phases
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of the material can be made through the temperature depen-
dence of the magnetization,MsTd. The results were obtained
on an extraction magnetometer with a fieldH=1 T, and are
shown in Fig. 1. As the temperature is lowered the sample
changes from a paramagnetic to a charge-ordered antiferro-
magnetic state atTCO=220 K. Just below, a small kink at
190 K is a signature of the onset of the formation of ferro-
magnetic clusters.18 A more robust ferromagnetic phase ap-
pears atTC=70 K (90 K on warming), which coexists with
the majority CO state in an inhomogeneous phase-separated
state.13 In a temperature window extending fromTC down to
a temperatureTb.20 K the magnetization shows consider-
able relaxation effects, as shown in the inset of Fig. 1, sig-
naling the growth of the FM phase against the CO back-
ground. The temperatureTb (which depends on the applied
field) can be identified as a blocking temperature; relaxation
below Tb is strongly reduced. Additionally, the magnetic
state belowTb is highly dependent on the sample magnetic
field and cooling history. If the sample is cooled without an
applied field[zero-field cooling(ZFC)] the magnetization at
2 K shows a significant low value, which remains unchanged
while warming untilTb, above which it shows a continuous
increase and merges with the field-cooled-warming curve.

With the application of a large enough magnetic field the
low-temperature(below ,5 K) zero-field-cooled state is
transformed into a FM phase in an abrupt steplike metamag-
netic transition. Figure 2(a) shows magnetization measure-
ments as a function of applied field,MsHd, measured atT
=2.5 K. At a certain critical fieldHC the entire system
changes to a nearly homogenous FM state, which remains
stable even after the field is removed. The width of the tran-
sition, determined by repeating the measurements with lower
field increments, is below 10 Oe. Figure 2(b) shows specific-
heat data as a function of applied fieldCsHd measured by the
relaxation method at the same base temperatureT=2.5 K. As
can be readily noticed, a discontinuous transition occurs at
approximately the same magnetic field, indicating that a true
thermodynamic transition is taking place.

Since the observed transition is first order, it is expected
that the latent heat involved should affect the thermodynamic
state of the sample, for instance, its temperature. In order to
gain some insights on the magnitude of the effect the follow-
ing experiment was performed: with the sample placed in a
vacuum calorimeter with a weak thermal link to the tempera-
ture controlled surroundings(kept at 2.5 K), the sample’s
temperature was measured while the magnetic field was in-
creased, with field increments identical to the data of Fig. 2.
The obtained result, plotted in Fig. 3, shows the occurrence
of a sudden and huge increase of the sample’s temperature,
greater than 25 K, at the same critical field of the magneti-
zation jump. Since the relaxation time for temperature stabi-
lization between the sample and the temperature controlled
surroundings(of the order of several seconds) is much larger
than the internal time constant between the sample and the

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the magnetization, mea-
sured with H=1 T with zero-field-cooling(ZFC), field-cooled-
cooling (FCC), and field-cooled-warming(FCW) procedures. The
inset shows the time evolution of the normalized magnetization
after ZFC toT=8, 40, 60, and 100 K.

FIG. 2. (a) Field dependence of the magnetization and(b) spe-
cific heat, measured atT=2.5 K. Both measurements show an
abrupt change at the same critical fieldHC.2.2 T.

FIG. 3. Field dependence of the sample’s temperature showing
an abrupt warming from 2.5 to,30 K at HC.2.2 T. The inset
shows a spontaneous magnetization jump, measured with a fixed
magnetic field.
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sample holder(of the order of milliseconds), the temperature
rise measured is intrinsic to the sample. The abrupt increase
of the sample’s temperature can be then doubtless ascribed to
the heat generated when the non-FM fraction of the material
is converted to the FM phase. The same experiment was
repeated with samples of La5/8−xPrxCa3/8MnO3 with different
Pr contents, as well as in samples of the series LaNdCaMnO.
Whenever a magnetization jump occurs a sizable increase of
the sample’s temperature was observed. It is also worth men-
tioning that in theMsHd andCsHd data of Fig. 2 the sample’s
temperature is in fact not strictly constant; there is also a
sudden temperature rise at the field of the step transition,
followed by a quick relaxation to the base temperature of the
system.

The process which starts with nearly the whole material in
the non-FM phase atT0=2.5 K and ends with a nearly ho-
mogeneous FM state atTf <30 K is conceptually related
with the magnetocaloric(MC) effect.19 The MC effect con-
sists basically in a temperature changeDT induced by the
application of a magnetic field, which, within the approxima-
tion of reversible process, is related with the entropy change
DS generated by ordering the spin lattice. In our case, how-
ever, the approximation of reversible adiabatic process is not
valid, due to the strong irreversible character of the field-
induced transformation. Also, as the phase transition from
the CO to the FM phases involves large changes in the mag-
netic, structural, and electronic properties, which are strongly
correlated, the magnetic field affects all the degrees of free-
dom of the system. This fact makes inapplicable some of the
usual basic equations employed in the description of the MC
effect. A more realistic approach is to use the conservation of
the internal energy during the fast conversion process(hy-
pothesis of adiabaticity). Neglecting small changes of the
sample volume, we can make the identityuCOsT0d
=uFMsTf ,Hd, whereu is the internal energy per volume unit.
Replacing the whole(irreversible) process by an isothermal
plus an isobaric one, we can write

uCOsT0d = uFMsT0,Hd +E
T0

Tf

cpdT, s1d

where cp is the specific heat of the FM phase at constant
pressure. This yields an estimate for the released heat at the
field-induced transition given by dqrel=uCOsT0d
−uFMsT0,Hd.eT0

Tf cpdT=48 J/mol. This estimated value
was obtained from specific-heat measurements as a function
of temperature performed at zero magnetic field after the
sample was transformed to the FM phase by application of a
field of 9 T.

The magnetization and specific-heat results, shown in Fig.
2, are macroscopic signatures of a phenomenon which must
be understood at a microscopic level. Below the temperature
Tb the sample gets into a strongly blocked regime, in which
the FM clusters cannot grow against the CO background(see
inset of Fig. 1). After zero- field cooling, the sample reaches
the blocked state with a small, time-independent, fractionf
of FM phase, which can be thought as distributed in isolated
regions or clusters surrounded by a CO matrix. The applica-

tion of an external magnetic fieldH weakens this frozen-in
state, inducing the increase of each cluster of volumevi in an
amountdvi, which can depend onvi, T, H, and time. The
released heat yielded by this particular process isdQrel
=qreldvi. Part of this energy is used to locally increase the
temperature of the FM volumevi, a process that can be con-
sidered as instantaneous, taking into account that the thermal
conductivity of the FM phase is much greater than that of the
CO phase. The remaining energydQCO is evacuated through
the surrounding CO region. This balance yields

qreldvi = cpvidT + dQCO. s2d

Once a process involving a change of the local FM frac-
tion happens, the further evolution of the system is deter-
mined by the interplay between the rates at which the system
is generating heat and the rate at which the CO phase is
releasing it. When the former is greater than the latter, a local
temperature rise within the FM region is obtained. If this
temperature reaches values beyond the blocking temperature
corresponding to the applied fieldH the system becomes
critical, in the sense that the adjacent CO regions, which in
turn will increase their local temperature too, become highly
unstable. These unstable CO regions are now easily trans-
formed to the FM state, releasing heat, and so on, inducing
an avalanchelike chain reaction. At the end, all regions which
have ferromagnetism as its equilibrium state atT=Tf and
field H had been converted from CO to FM. The equilibrium
fractions of the coexisting phases at thatT andH values then
determine the size of the avalanche process.

Following Eq.(2), we can make an estimation of the criti-
cal value of the volume changedni

crit which is needed to turn
on the avalanche process. The first condition to be accom-
plished is that the temperature of the local FM region in-
creases beyond the blocking temperatureTbsHd. Assuming
that it occurs in a time scalet and that in this scale the heat
transferred to the CO region is negligible, we obtain

dvi
crit/vi =

E
T0

Tb

cpdT

qrel
, s3d

where TbsHd.8 K at Hc=2.2 T was estimated from ZFC
magnetization measurements. This calculation yields
dvi

crit /vi .0.01, i.e., almost 1% increase of the local FM vol-
ume is needed to initiate the abrupt transition. This condition
must be accompanied by another one, related with the timet
in which the volume enlargement occurs. As mentioned
above, this time has to be short enough to avoid the heat
being released through the surrounding CO region, i.e., the
condition qreldvi /t@aik]T/]z must hold, whereai is the
area of the cluster surface,k is the thermal conductivity of
the CO phase, andz is a local spatial coordinate. A crude
estimation oft can be done assuming that, within the adja-
cent CO region, the temperature decays fromTbsHd to T0 in
a length dvi

1/3 and taking into account that typical low-
temperature values fork could range between 0.1 and
1 W/smKd. These assumptions give, for instance,t
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!10−11–10−12 s for clusters of volumevi =s50 nmd3, and
predict a critical ratedvi

crit /t~vi
1/3. Therefore, we estimate

that thermal processes that happen within a narrow time win-
dow, involving a 1% increase of the local FM regions, are
needed to initiate the abrupt field-induced transition, the
critical rate scaling as the linear size of the FM cluster.

The occurrence of the step transition is then governed by
the probability of such an event, once the magnetic field has
yielded the crossover between the free energies of the coex-
isting phases. One way to modify the avalanche probability
is allowing the system to relax before reaching the critical
state. Allowing relaxation an increase of the FM fraction as a
function of the elapsed time occurs, and consequently the
value of thedvi

crit needed to turn on the process should also
increase. This would be reflected on the dependence with the
elapsed time of the critical fieldHC at which the jump oc-
curs. To verify this hypothesis we have measured the time
dependence of the magnetization during a field sweep,
MsH ,td at 2.5 K, starting withH=1.9 T and a waiting time
tw at fixedH before changing to the next field value. In Fig.
4 we show theM vs t curves obtained for different values of
tw, confirming the above presumption: for largertw the mag-
netization jump occurs at higher critical fields. As a remark-
able result, we observed that in most cases the step transition
occurs spontaneously within the time interval where the field
was unchanged. This fact suggests unambiguously that the
width of the step transition, beyond any experimental reso-
lution, is strictly zero. The inset of Fig. 3 shows a spontane-
ous(as opposed to field-induced) magnetization jump, which
happens at a fixed field and temperature values. The occur-
rence of spontaneous magnetization jumps in phase-
separated manganites was also reported by another group.20

The fact that the step transition can be reached spontane-
ously while the external parameters(H andT) are kept con-

stant indicates that the abrupt transition is truly connected
with the probability of occurrence of certain microscopic
process, which within the above described scenario is a par-
ticular enlargement of the FM phase. However, this process
will initiate the avalanche only when the local increment of
the FM phase is large and fast enough to yield the appropri-
ate increase of the local temperature through a magnetoca-
loric effect. Figure 4 and its inset clearly show that not any
enlargement process is able to trigger the step transition. The
relaxation effects displayed by the system before the occur-
rence of the magnetization jump indicate that the system can
in fact increase its FM phase fraction without initiating the
avalanche, i.e., there are FM regions that start to become
unblocked for field values just below the critical field, in-
creasing their local volume by overcoming energy barriers.
For instance, the curve fortw=60 min (with HC=2.56 T)
shows a sizable increase of the FM fraction before the oc-
currence of the magnetization jump. From inspection of Fig.
4, it is likely that for larger values oftw larger values of the
FM fraction before the jump would be obtained. The waiting
time tw is a key parameter to determine the energy barrier
values for which the system is blocked. Eventually, for an
extremely large value oftw the whole system would behave
as unblocked and theMsHd curve obtained in this hypotheti-
cal situation would display a continuous metamagnetic tran-
sition behavior, without jumps. Therefore, once the value of
the minimal HC corresponding to the fastest experiment is
established, the limit temperature above which the step tran-
sition no longer occurs is determined by the blocking tem-
perature corresponding to this field,TbsHCd. This suggests
why the magnetization jump occurs only below a very spe-
cific temperature,5 above which the system overcomes the
energy barriers without turning on the avalanche process.

In conclusion, we have presented evidence that the low-
temperature abrupt field-induced transition occurring in
phase-separated manganites is intimately related with the
sudden increase of the sample temperature at the first-order
transition point, a feature that is crucial for the understanding
of the phenomenon. We proposed a simple model in which
the close interplay between the local increase of the FM
phase and the heat released in this microscopic transforma-
tion can turn on the avalanche leading to the observed step-
like transition. Within this framework, the entity which is
propagated is heat, not magnetic domain walls, so the roles
of grain boundaries in ceramic samples or strains which exist
between the coexisting phases are less relevant. The obser-
vation of spontaneous transitions gives additional support to
that view, demonstrating that the step transition is not only
the result of a crossover between macroscopic free energies
induced by the magnetic field, but must be triggered by a
microscopic mechanism that initiates the avalanche process.
Additionally, we have established that a critical relative in-
crement of a FM region or cluster is needed for the system to
reach the “chain reaction” state, i.e., larger initial FM frac-
tions require larger critical fields toturn on the process, a
feature previously observed.5 Finally, it must be emphasized
that the basic condition for the occurrence of the abrupt tran-
sition is that the system must reach the low-temperature

FIG. 4. Time dependence of the magnetization during a mag-
netic field sweep, for different waiting times between consecutive
field increments:tw=7.5 (squares), 15 (circles), 30 (up triangles),
and 60 min(down triangles), at T=2.5 K. The inset shows an en-
larged portion of the region just before the magnetization jump.
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regime in a strongly blocked state. At temperatures just a few
degrees higher the abrupt steplike transition no longer oc-
curs, and it is replaced by a standard continuous metamag-
netic transition.5 In summary, we propose that some micro-
scopic mechanisms promote locally a FM volume increase,

which yield a local temperature rise, and trigger the observed
avalanche process.
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